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In The Tv neTWork busIness, Where exeCuTIves 
are apt to arrive and depart on a regular basis, Joshua Sapan is an anomaly. He’s 
currently president and CEO Rainbow Media Holdings and has held leadership 
roles at the company for 22 years. 

Sapan has been crucial in the development of some of the cable industry’s most 
established brands. They include Rainbow’s network offerings – AMC, IFC, 
Sundance Channel and WE tv – as well as the IFC Entertainment, which is the 
largest distributor of independent films in the world.

Little wonder that MFM is bestowing its highest honor, the Avatar Award, on Sapan 
during the Media Finance Focus 2010 conference in Nashville.

Rainbow has always been unique, among cable network groups. It’s owned by 
Cablevision Systems, which is largely controlled by the Dolan family. Its members 
have never shirked from strategies that are slightly off the path well trodden by 
other programmers. And that’s reflected in some of Rainbow’s approaches. 

For example, it’s adamantly opposed to the notion of offering full episodes of 
original programming for free on the Web. It gambled big by creating a large 
bouquet of high-definition channels, called VOOM, in the early days of HD 
programming, and eventually shut them down. And it offers IFC films via video-
on-demand window at the same time they’re available in movie houses.

Recently, Sapan chatted with TFM editor Janet Stilson about Rainbow’s views on 
those topics and several others. An edited transcript follows.
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TFM: rainbow posted very strong revenue 
growth last year. What are the key drivers 
of that?
Joshua sapan: If I could answer more broad-
ly – we’ve been following a number of fairly 
specific strategies, or guidelines, that happily 
bore fruit. We had movie services initially, 
as you know. We made a decision years ago 
to own more of our own content, increasing 
the amount of original programming on each 
channel. And that took different forms.

Notably on AMC we’ve done series that 
have been well received. Mad Men comes back 
for its fourth season this summer, and Break-
ing Bad came back in late March. And they’ve 

helped characterize what AMC is. We set out 
to do cinematic television in concert with a 
movie service, and we’ve achieved that. 

You’ll recall WE tv used to be called 
Romance Classics. It was spun off of AMC. 
And we’ve [transformed] what was at one 
time a movie service. The schedule is prob-
ably 70% original programming now, and 
it serves a very specific female demographic. 
We’re probably the lead brand on television 
that serves up wedding series, and that has 
struck a very responsive chord with viewers 
and with advertisers. 

At IFC, again, same plot. It was all movies, 
and we’ve increasingly added original pro-

gramming. It’s targeted to young men. The 
new tagline for IFC is “Always on, Slightly 
Off.” And it’s meant to embody this sort of 
off-kilter, comedic, ironic skew of all the pro-
gramming we’re doing. 

One of the shows features a sketch com-
edy group called The Whitest Kids U’Know, 
which we think is as funny as anybody. They’re 
going to be moving into their fourth season. 
We had a big Monty Python miniseries on 
over the past year. And we produced a minise-
ries called Bollywood Hero starring Chris Kat-
tan [Saturday Night Live]. 

And then on the Sundance Channel, we 
have a great music show on called Specta-
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as Josh sapan gets ready to pick up 
MFM’s avatar award, he reflects on the very independent 

strategies of raInboW MeDIa hoLDIngs.

cle, which is hosted by Elvis Costello. Most 
recently it featured Bruce Springsteen and, 
in the past, President Bill Clinton. There’s 
been a lot of nonfiction and documentary 
programming on Sundance. 

TFM: I assume that all this original content 
means that your budgets have increased 
quite dramatically.
sapan: They have indeed. And our ad revenue 
has increased dramatically. But what’s really 
underpinning [our growth] is the strength that 
comes from doing our own original content.

TFM: you’ve had such success with Mad Men 

and Breaking Bad on aMC. Is the pressure 
on to find another tent-pole series there?
sapan: In a certain sense the bar is set kind 
of high. There’s some truth in that. We have 
a new series coming out this summer, which 
we piloted and which is now moving into 
production [called Rubicon]. It stars James 
Badge Dale. You may not know who he is, 
but he has a lead role in [HBO’s] The Pacific. 
And Miranda Richardson is in it. 

TFM: What’s it about?
sapan: Think about if all the conspiracy 
theorists in America were right, this is what 
really would be happening.  It’s a cool subject 

and a timely subject, and we’re quite excited 
about it.

TFM: When I look at rainbow, it’s as interest-
ing to consider what businesses are no lon-
ger there as it is to consider what’s still part 
of the company. how do you view what’s 
remained? have the assets been refined in 
some way, or do they have certain similar 
attributes?
sapan: I think the answer, in part, is yes, it has 
been refined.  We were in the sports televi-
sion business [with a series of regional sports 
networks]. And those have been sold, for the 
most part. We now focus on something that 
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we generally did before, but it’s something 
that’s come into clearer focus. 

Our feeling from the start was we were 
going to be in the niche business. We thought 
that no matter what defines the group you’re 
going after – a demographic or an editorial 
screen of women or sports or arts – it’s impor-
tant to be something that’s hard to replace. 

Over the years, we’ve increasingly focused 
on ever-more discreet and defined editorial 
areas. So in the women’s area, WE tv is par-
ticularly focused on wedding programming; 
that is very defining. 

And AMC is as close as you can come to 
having a premium channel on basic. It has 
a great selection of movies. And when you 
line up the original programming, you have 
what arguably could be called a collection of 
the most distinctive, “important” TV series 
on the air. We think that being premium on 
basic is something quite meaningful.

And our third area of activity is in the indie 
film spectrum, which we’ve expanded to be 
independent thought, art, culture. And there 
are two channels there, IFC and Sundance.

We’ve also had for eight years a film com-
pany that bears the name IFC. And we’re 
now the largest distributor, in terms of vol-

ume, of independent film in the world. Not 
necessarily the biggest independent movies, 
but we distributed 100 films last year. And 

the model we pursue is using theatrical dis-
tribution on a simultaneous basis to VOD 
distribution.

TFM: What’s the results been like for that 
day-and-date strategy?
sapan: It’s actually been quite success-
ful. Three-plus years ago we said that the 
simultaneous release of movies in VOD and 
theatrical is going to create better theatrical 
results [for independent movies], not less. We 
were met with skepticism when we initiated 
it, but it turned out to be true. We gained 
momentum and went from distributing 12 
films to 100 films a year.

TFM: how do you judge the strategy’s 
success?
sapan: The first way we judge it is from an 
exhibitor’s point of view. We own our own 
movie theater, which is called IFC Center, in 
Manhattan. So we’ve been able to examine it 
very closely there. 

What we’ve observed there is that for inde-
pendent films – which are frankly smaller in 
scale than average films, and that’s a critical 
element – we saw over time that we were 
actually doing better theatrically with the 
simultaneous VOD release than we would 
have done without a VOD release.

That may seem counterintuitive on the 
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is Mad Men (represented here by Joan holloway playing Christina hendricks). 



face of it, but what seems to have occurred is 
that the promotions and increased availabil-
ity on VOD created more attention for films 
that frankly might have gone undiscovered.

TFM: Is this only a new york phenomenon? 
sapan: We think it’s had beneficial affects 
everywhere there is a theater. Independent 
films often can’t be marketed as much as 
other films, so the VOD interface makes 
more money itself and creates more dust-up 
and interest and sends more people into the 
theaters.  

TFM: What do you consider to be your big-
gest challenges and opportunities today?
sapan: On the opportunity side, we have 
undertaken an initiative to expand overseas. 
We have this reservoir of programming 
that we own, and we have brands that have 
become increasingly important. And there 
are 350 million people in America and 6 bil-
lion in the world. So if one has the rights and 
the resources and the wherewithal, the idea 
for a business to be global – if you’re careful 
about it – seems quite logical.

One of the biggest challenges today, from 

our point of view, is the whole question of 
free video on the Web. Our view has been 
that free video on the Web for a cable chan-
nel, which is paid for by its distributors, 

frankly, bluntly, undermines the value – and 
therefore undermines the revenue that we 
get from the distributors that are paying us 
money.
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(L to r) bruce springsteen and elvis Costello on the sundance Channel original series  
Spectacle: Elvis Costello With…
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TFM: so no full-length Tv episodes on the 
Web?
sapan: That’s exactly right. And probably, if 
there’s a spectrum of “don’t do it” and “do 
it a lot,” we’re on the extreme end of “don’t 
do it.” 

We do it promotionally. We’ll have pre-
miere episodes or pieces that drive people 
into the paid system. But we think that 
undermining the exclusiv-
ity is playing with fire and 
a high level of jeopardy. It’s 
sort of like texting while 
driving. You think you can 
do it at a stoplight. But if 
you look at the statistics, you find out that 
it’s like driving drunk. 

Our challenge is sort of a macro-industry 
challenge, which is that there’s been a pret-
ty healthy economic system that has fueled 
cable television channels. And that’s allowed 
us to produce some of the more important 
TV series. Putting that system at risk is put-
ting success at risk. 

TFM: gordon borrell of the research firm 
borrell associates, recently made the pre-
diction that in seven years, the typical Tv 

station is going to garner the majority of its 
revenue from the Internet and retransmis-
sion fees. and of course the broadcast net-
works are very interested in those retrans 
fees now too. Do you think it’s going to be 
increasingly difficult to get the fees you’d 
like from multichannel distributors because 
so many companies are competing for those 
dollars?

sapan: There is pressure on margins for plat-
forms. We think that distributors will bring 
increasing discrimination to their choice of 
what they’re paying for. Although the broad-
cast phenomenon may be new, the competi-
tive framework is familiar territory for us. 

I hope I am not naïve when I say that we’ll be 
in pretty good shape if we present a value propo-
sition that’s reasonable and that brings an attach-
ment. People that view AMC are attached; they 
like it. And if you look at Sundance and IFC, 
there are constituents that feel quite strongly 
about them. And the same at We tv.

TFM: vooM, rainbow’s suite of high-defini-
tion channels, is no longer operating. What’s 
the lesson learned?
sapan: I think that being early and being at 
the forefront of certain initiatives, [involves 
taking a riskier] path than if you’re running 
with an established playbook all the time. 
We’ve had a pretty good track record of our 
investment dollars. We’ve had some initia-

tives that have flour-
ished and some that 
we’ve taken pieces 
of and brought to a 
different incarnation. 
That’s part of being 

inventive in a commercial enterprise.

TFM: What are the important lessons you’ve 
learned over course of your career?
sapan: This sounds like mother and apple 
pie, but we’ve tried to be meaningful to some 
group of people in a way that stands out. In 
my judgment, that’s important. Because in 
the entertainment world, consumers’ options 
have become so wildly abundant. So if you 
can strike a truly responsive chord, and then 
organize your business pragmatically and eco-
nomically, that will be what sustains.  TFM

When it comes to offering TV shows for free on the 
Web, “if there’s a spectrum of ‘don’t do it’ and ‘do it 
a lot,’ we’re on the extreme end of ‘don’t do it.’”
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